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D E  I N I T I  ONS 
R e s d v h  rrowvr - rbe 3bility of 2 mass .spectrometer to separate ions of 
different rnass-to-harge ratios ! m'e). Tm Af3ced peaks are 
''res0lwd'' nhen the turn ionic species .we separated, The re.solving 
power i s  the difficulty of separation. It is d e f i i  by the expression 
l r !  1.3 31, where 3Sl is the mass of 3 gi\m ion a d  J 11 is the diffemme 
between the tsw s e p a r e  ions 11, a d  11, Tbe decision as to how A i s  
to be determined for a giwn 31, is most frequedly an arbitrary one. 
Peaks are termed resolred m%en the valley between them is less than 
a certain percent- ot the peaks themselves. The definition depends 
upon the application. 
Sensitzvie- - Sensitivity can be defined as the amount of the sample required 
by the instrument to produce usefd data [4,5,281 . The sensitivity of 
3 mss spectrometer is affected by its ion source, anal:zer (bn 
optics), .and detector. The first step for accomplishing maximum 
sensitivity i s  to assume that dl of the sample reaching the source is 
ionized completely. The wxt step is that, for  a given mass, the 
lumber of ions reaching tbe detector must be det-ed ( i. e., the 
detector must distinguish between the mise and the signal). 
Direction Fmsing - Focusing of ions homogeneous as to mass and relocity, 
but of a different initial direction f 21. 
\'elocit\- Focusing - Focusing of ions homogeneous as to mass and direction, 
but of a different initial a e l o c e  r 21 . 
Double Focusing - Focusing of ions homogeneous in mass, but of varying 
velocities and directions 121. 
V 
A SURVEY 3 MASS ANALYZERS 
INTRODUCTION 
b!&s spectmmeters analyze ionized matter in its gaseous state -ding 
f ,  its mass-to-charge ratio ( mfe) 
e r s  rbkb have a wide v a r w -  of applicatibns, Ccmsequemtiy, DO one WN- 
lly~t is suWle in all instames. The mture of tbe meamremeut makes tbe 
choice d instrument depedmt on the followimg factors [ 11: 
There are many types d spectrpm- 
2, Themassscanrange, 
3. Tbe useful pressure range of the btmmemt, 
4. Tbe sensitivih- of the instrument to tbe test samples, 
5. Speed of response (i. e,, the i n s t ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ & ~ s  ability to detect fast 
~~~) e 
6. Accuracy and reliabil@-, 
7. Consideration of human factors e@neer@ (particularly ease of 
overall equipment operation), and 
8. Fiscal considerations and available perfpberals. 
There is m attempt in this listing to indicate priorities, since this is always 
an idividual case decision. 
A mass spectrometer system that i s  reduced to its simplest form but 
still follows closely the components normally found in practical application 
would consist of 11,21: 
1. A sample inlet system for introducing the sample into the 
instNIM?nt, 
2. An ion source pmducing ion benms correctly and reproducibly for 
the sample under investigation, 
::. An analyzer section for accepting projected ion beams nncf 
subs-quentlv resolving them into varinus m 'e components, and 
J. -4 detectinn svstem to  misure the resol\-ed ion he3m coc.ponents 
and render their reldi\-e q u a i t i e s  in some obsermhie format. 
The principal dirTerence between the various types of mass spectrometers 
l ies in the type of analyzer sections used for separating the ions. In this repor:. 
the individual characterist ics of different hpes of analvzers wiI1 be esaqined. 
To establish 3 basis for comparison, three funlamental m a M s  for the separn- 
tion of the ions are defined I 1,3,4 : 
1. Deflection in a m m i c  field: The path followed by a beam of 
positive ions in a magnetic field i s  3 function of the mass-to-&awe r3tio 
( m 'e\ of the individual ions, 
1. Time of flight: The time required for electric field-accelerated 
positive ions of fixed energv to travel between two points i s  a function of their 
mss- to-charge  ratio ( m.'e\. and 
:L Resonance: The resonance frequency of ions in an alternating 
electric field i s  dependent on their  mass-to-charge ratio ( m/e\. 
MAG) dETlC ANALYZER 
In the magnetic analyzer (Fig. 11 , positive ions are produced in nn ion 
source located, in most cases. outside the main magnetic field. The ionizing 
electrons for  an ion source 
narrow beam. -4 small perma ,ent magnet i s  generally used for focusing the 
electron beam. Tbe positive ions formed hy the electmn beam move through 
3 slit at  the end of the ionization chamber. An accelerating electrostatic field 
in conjunction with an ion-repeller electrode assis ts  the extraction of the ions 
from the source region. This monoenergetic ion beam of rectangular cross 
section i s  deflected into an arc of a circle  by interaction with a homogeneous 
magnetic field directed at right angles to the velocity vector of the ions. The 
angle of deflection, 0, 
120, or 180 degrees). 
1,5,61 are monoenergetic and confincd to 3 
3,5,6,] is usuallv fixed for a given analyzer ( 60.90, 
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Figure 1. Electtmn and ion optics for the 
magnetic analyzer. 
The magnetic field separates, and thus clsssifies, the ions into differrnt 
d e  ratios. The ion beams which satisfy the conditions of the instrument pass 
tbmugb a collector-defining slit and are registered at the ion collector. To 
focus ions of a given m/e value on the detector, either tbe ion-accelerating 
voltage or the magnctic field strength is varied continuously. Usuallv, for 
economic reasons, the accelerating voltage is varied in a ffxed magnetic field, 
and each spectffc ion of rn/e, from light to heavy. is successively brought to -I 
focus on the detector, the signals of which are -mnlified and recorded. The 
applied magnetic field must be  uniform over  a cross section larger than the beam 
geometry to assure stable path controls and, thus, reproducibility. Varying the 
accelerating v4tage  [ 1,3,6,71 to scan the mass spectmm can reduce the sensi- 
tivity for the hcavier ions. That ic, a reduction of the accelerating voltage 
results In a smaller  fraction of heavy ions being drawn from the ion source 
than wouid mrrnally be extracted bv varying the strength of the magnetic field. 
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In the latter case, the e\tracticrn efficiency from the ion source m u l d  remain 
constant with the *able accelerating volt.age. ?he sensitivity is also limited 
by ion thmughp t  of the defining slit. Resolution is limited by alignment t'i-rors 
in the analyzer, the energv spread in the beam entering the anaivzer, and 
instabilities in the contml voltages and fn the magnetic field. The xijus?nl>ilitv 
of the defining slits makes possible resolution control over :I desired mass rnnge. 
Consequently, the widening of the slits will increase the ion collection f and 
thus sensitivity) hut only at the expense of a reductim in resolution. 2 1 ~ s  
spectmmeters  ( 81 eqdoy ing  magnetic analvzers must be used with sources 
of b n s  h n i ~  a low energy spread. because mqpe t i c  analyzers exhibit no 
ciierg\--focusing pmperties. 
.?\dv.mtages and disdvantages of the magnetic analyzer include: 
1. A t  the present state of development, it has 3 greater resolution 
capability .ami, therefore, a greater useful mass range ( 11, 
2. Obtsins high resolution, but, to a certain e-xtent. 3t the e q x n s e  
of an incre.lse in s ize  (11, 
3. H a s  appmxirnately the same sensitivity as resonance analyzers, 
the latter probably being slightly the greater [ 11 , 
4. For a given specificdion. it Is easier to operate since it h a s  
relatively few control electrodes ( , I , 
5. Is very difficult to calibrate beczise of limitations on maintnining 
optimum parameters, such as fringing ffelas IO?, 
6. Is superior to the time-of-flight analyzers in measuring accuracv 
r i o i ,  and 
7. bnizatiop must be mntinuous since the ion beam i s  restricted to  
allow individual masses onlv to reach the detector at a gfven instant IO, I11 . 
TIME-OF-FL IGHT ANALYZER 
The time-of-flight ana. Ter (Fig. 2) [9,10,11I consists of an ion 
source which utilizes electron bombardment and a grid system which extracts, 
accelerates, and projects the fons as a packet through a field-free drfft tube 
4 
to a detector. The time-of-flight analyzer me.lsui-es the t ime required for nn 
ion to t raverse  a cer tain specified distance. In this fix& distance of travel 
[4,5), the time of tr:ivd of the ions will  v s r y  with their mass. The lighter 
masses will travel more rapidlv and reach the ion collector in a shorter period 
of time. The rest  of the ions follow in increasing order of mass. 
ION wmcn 
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Figure 2. Physical arrangement of the experimental 
time-of-flight analyzer. 
In the time-of-flight analyzer (Fig. 2) [ 5.91 an electron gun i s  pulsed. 
The resultant electron beam passes through the ion source, which i s  field-free 
at this time, and thus generates a packet of ions. The electron gun is then 
turned off, and an electric field is 3pplied across the ion source for a very 
short time (microseconds). This accelerates the ion packet through a grid 
(Gl) . An ddttional continuous electric field is applied between this grid (Gl) 
and a second grid (G2) which further accelerates the ion packet. The drift 
tube contains the b n  packet and supplies the required distance for d e  
separation of the ions according to their  distinct rnass/velocie relationships. 
This operztion can be repeated as frequently as dl000 t!mes per second. 
The acceleration fields [6,111 used to extract the ions from the ion 
source and accelerate them toward the ion collector are either applied contin- 
uously or are pulsed at the end of the ion formation. A l l  the ions receive 
essentially the same momentum if, with a single constant accelerating field, 
the pulse cuts off before any of the ions leave the ion source; all the ions 
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receive essentially the same energy if t h e  accelerating pulse Inst-c until nll  ions 
hsveleft the ion source. In either case the velocity of the ions in  the field-free 
drift space i s  a function of their mass-to-charge ratio (m/e) md neither mng- 
netic nor electric fields are employed for mass separation. 
The resolving power of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer is depend- 
ant upon the source delivering the ions of a given m/e ratio tothe ion collector 
in a sharp pulse, even when the ions vary in initial position and velocity I ; ; .  
Advantxes and disadvantages of the time-of-flight analyzer include: 
1. 
second) [ 10,111 , 
Especially suitable for high speed operation (to SO000 spectra/ 
2. Enables one to  study how the relative intensities of different ions 
vaiy when source conditions change rapidly [ 1,111 , 
3. Can record all entire mass spectrum for each accelerating pulse 
r i o , i i i ,  
4. Accuracy depends on the electronic circuits rather than an 
extremely critical mechanical alignment I 10,111 , 
5. Eliminates critical magnetic fields, thus removing size and shape 
restrictions which otherwise might keep t h e  evacuated chamber so small as  to 
be sensitive to  stray electric fields produced bv dirty or  corroded inner 
.surfaces I 10,111, 
6. Extreme sensitivity, 
7. Limited resolving power due to practical restrictions of the length 
of the drift tube. The pulse ra te  of the ions must be timed so that the leading 
ion of the second pulse does not overtake tne last ion of the first  pulre. As 
frequencies of packet formation increase, this becomes more difficult to 
maintain [ 4,10,111 , 
8. Has no narrow slits in the ion source and ion detector, which 
allows one dimension of the ion beam to be much larger than is possible in 
magnetic analyzers. This allows a more effective utilization of any gtven 
electron beam in producing useful ions [ 111, 
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9. Records all the mass peaks originally formed by the sot _. . 
angle occurs  only for those s t rn i .  ions which emerge from the solirce at 
Nhich causes them to mics  the ion detector. In contrast, with magnetic ma-  
lyzers, the fnst scanning system ordinarily detects only one mass p e ~ k  at a 
time; thus, niasses inpinge on the vncuum chamber walls and are lost 1 1 ,  11, 
10. Produces ninss spectra slightly more abundant in the heavier ions 
and slightly less ‘abundant in the lighter ions than in the magnetic analyzer [ 51, 
11. More flesible and accurate due to the replacement of conventional 
magnets by electronic circuits, 
12. Higher transmission factor compared to the magnetic analyzers [ l o ] ,  
13. Produces spurious signals c,.lled harmonics, not found at all in the 
magnetic analyzers [ 101 , 
14. The ionizing period covers only a small fraction of a cycle; virtually 
all the ions which are produced reach the detector [ 10,111 , 
15. 
sector [ 10,111 , 
Overall sensitivity i s  essentially the same a s  that of the magnetic 
16. Has a nonlinear mass scale; i. e., the separation between adjacent 
mass  peaks decreases with increasing ntass, and 
17. Has greater  sensitivity than the monopole ..ilalyzer. 
RAD IO FREQUENCY ANALYZER (THE BENNEll  TUBE) 
The 3ennett radio frequency analyzer [ 61 (Fig. 3) is a nonmagnetic 
analyzer which separates ions of different mass-to-charqe ratio by means of 
electric fields. Ions emerging from the ion source [ 3,6,10] are all accel- 
erated to the same energy by an electrostatic field and a re  projected into one 
o r  more radio frequency stages. Each stage is a ser ies  of three equally 
spaced parallel grids. The control grid is charged with an alternating rf 
voltage, and the outer grids are at ground potential. 
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Figure 35. Bennett tube (single stage), where a is the ion sourcy  
grids c, d, and e are equally spaced; rf potential 
difference is applied between grids t and 
c; f is the collecting plate and has a 
dc stopping potential. 
During oscillations, to obtain a maximum energy increment, tl 
must arrive with the correct velocity to respond to the optimum phase 
rf field. For any given frequency, only ions of a given mass-to-charge 
ratio will travel from grid to grid in the correct time intervals to benefit from 
another acceleration. That is, the resonant ion passes through the grids just 
as the rf grid changes polarity relative to the adiacent grids. Heavier ions 
fail to reach the grid in time, and lighter ion- pass through the grid too soon. 
The out-of-phase ions lose energy with reapect to the ions in phase with the 
rf field. The accelerated ions vi11 exit the rf stages at a maximum energy 
value and be detected. The ion beam [ 61 i s  accelerated continuously, and the 
'. 
mass spectrum is scanned by varying the frequency of the accelerating voltage. 
The resolution of the analyzer cam be increased by increasing the number of 
t imes energy i s  imparted to the ion. This is accomplished in multi-iagc r f  
analyzers which consist of two o r  more rf sections separated by eqcipotcntinl 
drift spaces. RIultistage rf analyzers a re  identified by the number of st:tges 
and the frequency and order  of rf r w l e s  between succnssive stages. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the radio frequency analyzer include: 
1. Simple construction and lightweight I61,  
2. nlass analysis capability without a magnetic field [3,61, 
3. The ion beam cross  section i s  limited only by @id size and the 
linear mass-to-voltage relationship [ 61 , 
4. Requires a fair  amount of circuitry, and tends to produce gho:; 
signals which can be confusing [31, 
5. The possible resolution i s  not irery high and decreases with increas- 
!ng mass [ 91, 
6. Can be deczloped for rapid reproduction of the spectrum because of 
its high sensitivitj [ 121, 
7. A d ijvantage n€ all rf analyzers ( a s  compsred to the correspond- 
ing magnetic analyzers) is the more complicated e l e c t i d c  system [ 81, and 
8. Using grids as the rf electrodes gives higher c u n d  efficiency than 
the equivalent magnetic analyzer I l O J  . 
OMEGATRON ANALYZER 
This instrument (Fig. 4) employs the cyclotron principle to effect mass 
..*eparation [ 131. In other word~l, ion resonance [ 6, i4] is used for mass selec- 
tion. An omegatron differs from a cyclotror. onJv in the manner of application 
of the ac field. In the omegatron, the field t?ndJ lo be wii"orm in space, while 
in the cyclotron it ts concentrated at the junction of two ' 9 ' s .  '' The electron 
beam inthe omegatron ie directed parali i :  to a magnetic field, ionizing the 
gas ir the central region of the analyzer [ Y j  . Ions are prevented from ?scaping 
9 
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Figure 4. The cmss sections of an omegatmn analyzer. 
axidly b\- n dc field i 3.10, id J . An rf electric field perpendicular to the 
mnp;lwtic field extracts the ions. M e n  the rf field is in resonance with 
the  cyclotron oscillpting frqucnq of the i m s ,  the ions g i n  e n c r p  u-ith cnch 
circulation d spiral outwad u a i l  they impinge upon the ion colIector. In 
the ideal case, the ion trajectory is nri Arrhimerles s?ird with the d i u s  
incre.2sing at a constant rate. .%nresonart b n s  f I ,  5* 101 hare no cnntinr:ous 
buildup of energy and remain in the vicini@ of the central axis. Of course, 
these nonresonat  ions will be present in the a c ~  tAmting phase of the rf 
field for a limited number of circulations, but they do not reach the ion 
collector. A small draw-out voltage imposed on the rf eiectrodes slou-l\- 
forces the m n r e s o n a t  ions out of the  center where they are  caught on the 
e!ectivdes. The mass spectmm i s  scanned by varying either the rf frcqucncy 
G r  the magnetic field. 
There i s  a gualrd-riog stack on the omegatron [9,10,12] which serves  
to make tnc rf field homogeneous and therebv brings t h ~  best possible :igree- 
mmt between theoretical a d  experimental resonant frequency. Howevr,  
since ions have thermal-velocity components in the direction of the me-. e i c  
field, axial drifts  are superimposed on the spiral motion already considered. 
Non .esonant ions bencfit from this because they are intercepted by the guard- 
ritp; stack which reduces the ax id  space charge. In turn, to prevent excessive 
loss of the resonant ions, it i s  usually necessary to apply a trapping 1-oltage tr, 
the guard-ring stack.  However, this trapping voltage and the space charge 
give r i se  to a radial electric fieldand, thus, cause the rbital frequency to 
differ aiightlv from the cyclotron frequency. 
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Tbe resolution of the omegabon I l l  decreases with iacreasiqg ion mass. 
Tbt m l u t i o n  can be impmved by either increasiq the magnetic fieId or by 
rt?&chg the rf voltage. lhis is not always prstical, bollever, because reduciqg 
the rf voltage below a certain point creates difiiiulties of cacrtact potential car- 
iation, a d  inclpasing the magnetic field becoraes vexy otpensitte. 
In mnclusion, r harmonic peaks are pmduced by tbe omegatmn in its 
operation because an ion in the omegatnn is  accelerated codinuausly rsther 
than d discrete mrvals IS.  141. Tbis is in cxmtrmt to the timeof-fligbt 
analyzer which produces harmnic peaks. 
1. Can be h i l t  in very small dimensions a d  is easiiy degassed I l .S l ,  
2. Is very sensitive I l l  due to its volume a d  the fact tha the ion 
curred i s  mt limited by any slits, 
3. The pressure I S ,  151 i s  accurately pmporticmd to the d i n g .  
Sioce all resonant iow reach the collector, absolute m i d  presrrures can be 
calculated from the geometry of tbe electma beam and tbe Imwn lonizatioo 
cross sections of the gases, 
4, The m l v i n i g  pnarer i s  hi@ and can be adfuw f 5,151, 
5. Requires a large magnet and is sensitive to small changes of 
sudace potential m the measurement system, which easily give rise to 
spuriars signals ( c), 12) , 
6. Has space charge difficulties [ 101 evtiich interfere with its use with 
hem-ier atoms, 
7, H a s  a high transmission r&io (i. e., yield of ions) [ 151 The ratio 
of bns collected at the bn collector after separstiw to the total number of ions 
produced i s  high, and 
8. Employs small dc potentials bo keep the bns on their low spiral 
path in the region of the collector, which, like the unavoidable space charge, 
led to a deviation of the resonsd freqaency from the theoretical value and 
limit the pmcisbn of the measurement I 2) . 
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FA RV I TRqN 
The Fan-i!ron ( Fig. 5) Is, 3! is :I tv:xb cd rf nn:il!-zcr i n  t\! i it .h i~jtis 
cxcy-ute linent- nscillntions in .w, i.~.:ii~..-t:rt ic- potent in1 N e i l  tnaint:iint.ci !.et x t v n  
t w o  pnrnt!el electrodes [ 1, *, 12. :si. TRc F:irvitmn covsisis .>I :! 1". liix!ric:i!lv 
s\-ninietrical electrode 9. P:cnr n-hic;; : d u d e s  3 csthodc, :I:> ion r-:tth:rlc c1c.c.- 
timie, focusing electrodes, and :I s i g n a  eiectrtdc, 
cnthnde electmde :,W the signal electilode i h  n d c .  ~ntc~ntin!  ue!l. Ions 3re 
pi-oduced by m electron beam criginntiry fnbm the c a t h l c h  :I& directed :L\i:iil\ 
niong t!!c :innl\-zcr. The ions format by the electron h w n i  :ire nccelcrn:ci! 
tow1-d the itm c:,th<xie electrode ami oscii:ate xxiaily to am1 fro in tRc pitentin1 
well. 
various frequencies 2nd phase angles relative to the field eriqt. I f  :UI 1-f mitnce 
is now superiniposd on the cfc potential of the ion c.nthnc?r cicc:tl.;nie, t l ic in thc 
LnLL,."., cui i r l n  is ==+<!ZC~ :!OF* P w i t h  the _ _ _ _  nr~18*fi,i;~ -.- ..% 6; iiita. 1 ~ i e r r i ~ ~ ~ .  
onlv .! certain group of ions ill oscillrlte in  phase, axxi n continuous erlerq 
e s c h n q e  takes plnce hetween the rf field 2nd the io5 osciIlxtifm ( 1 L'! . l o n ~  
which esch.mge energy with the rf voltqe enter uriatable paths and a r e  dis- 
persed quickly, being discharged at the electrodes. ??le ioi..L in resonance 
with the rf volt.age exchange virtually no energy ami, thus, tlcvelop nn 3c 
vdltcige ot high frequency on the a i p d  electiwle. The nmpiitude of this 
i ; w F w d  voltage is proportional to the n u n h r  of iozs oscil!ri;:ing in phase. 
high-frequency signal thus produced is amplified, clernotlulated, and rc-cr>l.ded 
by  means of n suit.lhle instrument [ $1. 
I . m * : i t c d  t)et\vcen tht. ion 
.4mund this nsis :I tubulzr-shaped ion cloud builds up in which in!;< f>f  
-. - I - - * - - -  - 
The 
The oscillation frequency of the ions is governed by the mass-to-ch3qe 
ratio and is independent of the amplitude. T h e  whole mass spectrum c m  be 
scanned by vaq-irq: the frequency of the rf voltage npplitul to the inn c-athde 
electrode. 
Advnntnp;es and disaddv,mt,ages of the Farvitron include: 
1. Has a small, handv gauge head which needs m Rdjustnicrrt 1, 151 
2. Presents fast response, easy amplification of ion currents,  nnct 
rapid recording possibilities 15, SI , 
3. Has 3 high scanning frequency of the nrass swc t rum and is, 
thcrcforc, cspccidly suitable for direct observation of rapidlv changing 
processes, 
LLECTROW 
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Figure 5. Diagram of electrodes and of the potential distribution 
in t b  Farvitma 
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-1. Vses low rf power, 
5. Has no magnetic field [ 9,171 , 
6. The neutral particles a re  ionized within the .analyzing section i 171 
and, therefore, do not have to pass through comples ph? sical structures before 
.mnly si s , 
7. Has low resolriiion i 5,171 , 
3. Has harmonic peaks [ 31. Ghosts caused by higher 2nd lower 
hnrnionics of the rf field appear at masses of 1/4 ,and 4 times that of 3 given 
ion (occasionally also at a ninth), 
9. Does not allow fo r  quantitative determination of gas composition or 
for measurement of tota? pressure because of its measuring DrinciplP 
{ ? Z ,  l 7 ,  i6;. Gas  components, present in small proportion, CNI be detected 
only if their share  of the total pressure i s  at least 3 percent, 
10. Discriminates in favor of higher masses (lower frequencies) I 5 1  
so that the height of the peaks in the mass spectrum obtained gives only a rough 
indication of partial pressures,  
11. Does not allow a quantitative analysis of the gas composition becnusc 
01 space charge limitation [ 161, and 
12. Has relatively low sensitivity bemuse of high background noise [ 11 . 
QUADRUPOLE RNALY ZER 
The quadrupole (Fig. 6) uses an rf electric field for mass annlysis 
[ 8,9,121. A two-dimensional quadrupole field i s  est'ablished between four 
parallel rod-shaped electrodes. Ideally, the four parallel rods should bo 
hyperbolic in cross section, but in most quadrupoles they have been approsi- 
mated by rods that are circular in c ross  section. This is accomplisned by 
making the round rods slightly larger than the instrument radius. Both a dc 
voltrge and anr f  voltage are applied to this quadrupole array. The axes of 
tF.e rods lfe along the edges of an imaginary rectangular prism, thus 
establfshing a time-varying potential distribution in the region between the 
rods. Beyond the four-pole system, ions are injected from an ion source and 
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,- ioW DETECTOR 
-(u+ v cosot) 2 (u+ v cm ut) 
U = dc VOLTAGE 
V = rf VOLTAGE 
- ( u + v  cos (Yt) w/ (u+ v cos w t )  - loa SOURCE F I L H E H T  
Figure 6a. Quadrupole analyzer. 
I (9.706. 0.237) 
a 
STABLE OSC I LLAT IONS 
F3R MONOPOLE 
Figure 6b. Stability (a-q) diagram. ( Entire shaded area under 
curve is etable for the quadrupole analyzer. 
The cross-lined area under curve 
is stable for the monopole 
analyzer. ) 
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proceed down the axis of the analyzer section ( Z  axis) to an ion detector 1oc:itcd 
at the f a r  end [ 191. There are ID forces acting in the Z direction. The inns 
continue in the 2 direction with the constnnc velocity at which the\- were injected 
into the quadrupole rf field while their x and y amplitudes vary. The ion beam 
i s  usually restricted in cross section and angular divergence by circular 
apertures placed 3t the entrance to the analyzer 5,9,131 . KO defining aperture 
is necessary for the ion detector. n u s ,  this type of anniyzer sepnrates inns of 
different mass-to-charge ratios by means of a high-frequency electric qu.d- 
rupole field. For a given field, only the mass-to+ha,-ge ratio of an ion deter- 
mines whether the path is stable or unst'able since there is no focusing in the 
analyzer [ 20,21,121. The trajectop of ions injected into such 3 field is  
described by ?rIathieu*s differentid equations. which have weli-known properties 
of solution. These equations a r e  second order linear differential equations 
with periodic coefficients. 
The parameters "a" and "q" of hIathieu's equations [ 2,5,16,30,21l 
play a fundamental role in the  theo.y?t?S Investigitinn of the quadrupole 
analyzer. The solutions to hlathieu' s equations a rz  best represented on a 
stability diagram ( Fig. 6b). This is a plot of "a" against "q" and shows the 
regions that are defined by the stable and unstable wlutions of the equation. T h e w  
solutions designate oscillations performed by an ion ;n the X w.d Y directions. 
That is, the ions oscillate between bounded limits, or  they grow without limit 
with time. The stable or  resonant ions have a limited amplitude of their 
oscillations and are bounded to the 2 axis in their travel along the analyzed 
region to the ion detector. All  other ions show increasing amplitudes, causing 
them to impinge on the surrounding electrodes where they are dischargzd 
and filtered out. In fact, not only must the ion have a stable trajectory, but 
this trajectory must have a maximum x (and y) amplitude less  than the 
field radius. Ions having stab!e trajectories with amplitudes larger th'm the 
field radius will, of course, strike the pole pieces before reaching the ion 
detector. 
Nonresonant ions of higher mass are seen to be unstable in the Y 
direction because they respond too slowly in extracting sufficient energy 
from the r f  field. Nonresonant ions of lower mass are unstable because 
they respond too fast in extracting the energy. 
It has been shown that an increase in the distance of the ions injected 
into the field axis will cause an increase of the maximum amplitude of the ion 
trajectory. This t~tnximum amplitude is also increased if the icn possesses 
appredable initial Kinetic energy in the X ( and Y) direction. 
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The mass spectrum is scanned hy vnn ing  either the magnitude of the 
rf voltage or the frequency while maintaining the ratio of the dc and rf voltage 
constnnt I l , ? ,  13,14,2~~,211 . I’sually the voltage is varied, yielding a linear 
mass scale. PIC dc voltage field alone has a focusing effect for the ions in 
the S direction. Therefore, instabilih in the S direction must occur from 
the rf field. At the same time, this dc  field has  a defocusing effect for the 
ions in the T direction. Therefort ,  stability in the Y direction must result 
from the interaction of the ion a d  the rf field. When the rf field i s  super- 
imposed, the motion of the ion in the S direction is siinilar to the amplitude 
of an oscillatory system excited by a frequency close to its resonant frequency. 
In the T direction the ion’s motion i s  roughly sywhronous with the rf voltage. 
As mentioned previously, the ion must be stable in both X and 1- 
directions if it is to reach the ion detector. Whether or imt an ion s t r ikes  a 
rod i s  controlled not only by the stable or unstable nature of itc trajectory 
but also by the initial p s i t i on  and angle of motion of the ion as it enters  the 
quadrupole region. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the quadrupole analyzer include: 
1. Can be used at high pressures  because the stable ions are subjected 
to focusing forces along their whole path length in the analyzer 221, and, 
therefore, line-width broadening and intensity reduction suffered by conventional 
analyzers as a result of gas collisions is reduced in the quadrupole analyzer, 
2. Has simple construction, is electrically operated, i s  lightweight, 
and has a small volume 21,221, 
3. 
accept a large spread of ion energies entering the analyzer region without 
loss of resolution, 
There i s  no need for homogeneous ion energies I 20,23’. It can 
4. Does not need a magnetic field 1191, 
5. Has 3 linear mass scale which i s  derived from a l inear voltage 
sweep [ 191, 
6. Has a large mass range [ 15,211, no adjustment i s  required, and 
has a high sensitivity and quantitative indication, 
7. The resolution can be Increased by lower@ the injection energy 
of the €om 81 ; however, the increase of resolution ts employed at the expense 
of transmlsston. The resolution can also be changed by varying the ratio of dc 
to rf voltages, 
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3. 9nly the resolution and transmission is .affected by the initial 
corditionas; r r t e  mass spectra are uniquely related to the gas under sndysis .  
This is  in contrast to analyzers which depend on the time of flight I 5,211, 
9. Offers the possibility of making the separation of masses intffective 
when the dc  potential i s  switched off [ 81. In this manner, a measurement of 
total hn-current, ad, thereby, total pressure, can he performed, and 
10. The main experimentai difficulty in the construction of 3 high- 
resolution p l d r u p o l e  stems from the fact that the electrode rods must be 
uniform in cross section and parallel over their length with a tolerance of 
only a few microns [ 91. 
MONOPOLE ANALYZER 
The monopole analyzer (Fig. 7) i s  a variation of the quadrupole 
analyzer [ 12,231 . The principles of its operation [ 5,23,241 are essentially 
the same as those of the quadrupole. In the quidrupole configuration, if one 
draws equipotential lines in the cross section of the assembly-, there i s  3 
region defined by the intersection of the two lines which i s  always at zero 
potential. 
Figure 7a. Zero potential 
of quadrupole field. 
Y 
Figure 7b. Monopole electrodes 
(end view). 
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The monopolc consists of 3 single rod of circular cross section held 
parallel to a right-angled electrode. The mgled electrode is grounded, while 
a combined dc  and rf potential is applied to the single rod. 3Iathieu's differ- 
ential equations for the quadrupole are the same type which describe the field 
between the grounded angled electrode and the single rod in the monopole. 
However, there  i s  an important distinction in the solution of the equations of 
motion in the monopole. An addition to requfring that an ion have trajectories 
in the stable region of the a-q d i q p m  ( Fig. iib) (being X- and Y-stable) , 
the ion also must not s t r ike the angled electrode. In the case of the monopole, 
the angled electrode l ies  dong the Z axis, so that the I' direction is of special 
interest. Now the motion of the ion in the I' direction of the monopole represents 
a beat, and the high frequency oscillations within the beat are not oscillations 
about the Z-axis as is the case in the X-direction. Therefore, Y-stable 
solutions represers a beat of finite amplitude in the Y direction. An ion which 
is stable in the quadrupole can now only reach the ion detector in the monopole 
provided Y- I X I and the monopole field length is less than half the length of the 
total beat [ 121. As in the quadrupole, the ions travel with a constant velocity 
in the 2 direction. The field length and the ion velocity in the monopole are 
chosen so that the X- and Y-stable ions travezse the analyzer during the 
time that the field length i s  less than half the beat length of the ions. 
The relation between ion mass md beat length i s  such that ions of 
greater mass have longer beats and ions of lower mass have shorter  beats 
[ 5,121. The ions of lower mass are X- Y-stable, but collide with the 
angled electrod? before they can reach the ion detector. Ions of higher mass 
are unstable in the S direction [ 20). About 50 percent of all ions entering 
the ulalyzer enter at the wrong phase of the r f  cycle and are lost by being 
driven fn;to the angled electrcde. 
The mass spectrum is scanned by varying the frequency of the rf field 
or the voltage amplitude 5,12,23,241. However, the ion injection voltage in 
the monopole is held constant, although it is not necessary that the ratio of 
applied voltage be maintained constant, as is  required in the quadrupole. Jn 
addition, as the frequency is varied in the monopole to scan the mass spectrum, 
all ions that are focused to the detector will experience the same number of rf 
periods in the analyzing field. Therefore, a constant resolving power over the 
entire mass range is obtained. The number of rf periods the ions require for  
a given resolution in the mcmopole is nearly a factor of three less than the 
number of periods necessary in *e quadrupole ( 51. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the monopole analyzer include: 
1. Constructton i s  simpler as only one rod must be aligned rather 
than the four rods in the quadrupole [ 5,121 , 
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2. Requires that the injection energy be kept fairly constant; therefore, 
it does not share the advantage of the quadrupole in that it is  insensitive to n 
large spread in ion entrance energies [ 131, 
3. 
voltages for the ions reaching the detector, which is not the case fo- the quad- 
r,ipole [ 12,231 , 
The resolving power i s  practically independent of the ratio of applied 
4. Is e-xtremely sensitive to contamination. A similar effect has been 
observed in the quadrupole I837, 
5. 
width i s  proportional to tneir mass, as is true with most other types of snalyzcrs 
[ 121. Therefore, a light mass will have a narrower peak compared with the 
peak of a heavier mass. However, in the monopole the mass peaks a r e  equnlly 
spaced, but their width i s  nearly constant regardless Qf the mass ,  
In the quadrupole, the mass peakc a re  equally spaced, and their 
6. 
conditions I23) .  Also, changing the operating frequency affects the relative 
smplitudes of the mass peaks. There is also a small mass discrimination in 
the time of flight between the lightest elements,  
Exhibits severe m s s  discrimination that varies with operating 
7. Both the time-of-flight and monopole analyzers a re  nonmagnetic 
r 231 , 
8. Compared to the time-of-flight analyzer, its performance does 
not deteriorate as rapidly a s  the energy spread increases in the ion beam 
being analyzed [ 231 , 
9. 
sensitivity of the time-of-flight analyzer i s  much less dependent on resolution 
[231, ana 
Monopole' s sensitivity is a function of the resolution, whi1.e the 
10. Has a linear mass scale [23]. 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL QUAORUPOLE 
{ION CAGE ANALYZER) 
The quadrupole field with cylindrical symmetry can be extended to a 
three-dimensional rotational symmetrical field (Fig. 8) I 12,201. In the 
two-dimensfond quadrupole, the stable ions were stable with respect to the 
X and Y directions. Motion was force-free in the 2 direction. In the 
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F I LAMENT 
CAP ELECTRODE 
DRAWOUT CAP ELECTRODE 
ELECTRON MULT I PL I ER t 
Figure 8. Electrode arrangement for a three-dimensional 
rotational symmetrical quadrupole field. 
three-dimensional quadrupole, the stable ions are stable with respect to all 
three coordinate axes. The ions are bound quasi-elastically to the origin, 
about which they descrfbe three-dimensional Lissajous figures. In the 
absence of interfering effects, the b n s  can be confined to a region around 
the origin for an arbitrary length of time (ion cage). 
Three electrodes are used to generate the rotationally symmetric 
quadrupole field, each of which is hyperboloid of revolution [ 121. The 
structure is rotationally symmetrical about the 2 axis [ 20,25,26J, The 
so-called ring and cap electrodes are complementary hyperboloids whose 
relative dimensions are set by Laplace' s equation so that the square of the 
minimum distance from the center to the ring is equal to twice the mintmum 
distance from the center to the end-caps. That is, the asymptotes are chosen 
so that the potential satisfies the Laplace equation at all potnts. The end-caps 
a r e  maintained at the same potential, and both a dc  voltage and an rf voltage 
a r e  applied between the c-OB and ring. The equations of motion of the ions 
again lead to the Mathim equations with the typical stability behavior of its 
solutions. For the three-dimensional quadrupole, an r t e rm is used in place 
of the X or Y direction since they are equivdunt and perpendicular to the 
2 direction. 
The motions in the 2 and R directions a r e  mutually Mependent 120, 
25,261. The Mathfeu equations of motion in the R and Z directtons have 
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solutions with boundec? trajectories. The question of whether a solution is 
stable o r  unstable depends on the position of the working point ( , i ,q)  in the 
stability diagram [ 121 . 
In the three-dimensional quadrupole, molecules a re  iorizecl illside 
the analyzer by injecting an electron beam through one of the end-caw [ 12,20, 
271. Ions which a re  oscillating in a stable mode can be detected b;v- 3 resonancc 
method using the damping of an oscillating circuit. In other * .- Is, the exist- 
ing oscillating ions a r e  excited in their fundamental frequev: 
absorb energy from the oscillatory circuit and damp the circ ,  
collide with the electrodes a s  a result of their increasing am& . . - . c .  m e r e -  
fore, only some of the existing oscillating ions can fulfill the rtnsonance 
condition required for detection. 
he ions 
51 they 
A further development of the above-mentimed resonance method in the 
three-dimensional quadrupole was the technique of periodically pulsing the 
stored ions out through one of the end-caps to an electron multiplier [20 ,25 ,  
261. The electron gun can be pulsed off before the ion drainout pulse. This 
allows the ions of unstable trajectories to be lost and avoids effects of soft 
x-rays. The magnitude of the rf voltage is scanned, while the  rr , io of rf to 
dc voltage remains constant. 
Ion containment is dependent on the mass-to-charge ratio along with 
the proper choice of the working point, so that all ions other than the resonant 
ions art .instable [ 20,25,26J. That is, considerable resolution can b e  
obtained only if the mass scan line ( a  line of fixed a/q ratio) intersects a 
stable area over a very narrow range in the stability diagram. 
For small devices, a "stable" ion may not be stored because of 
collision with the electrodes. This i s  caused by the stability limits being 
dependent on the amplitude of the oscillation and not on the initial ion velocity. 
However, the amplttude of oscillation increases in proportion to the initial ion 
velocity. In this regard, a small devics will discriminate more and more 
against energetic ions as the mass resolution i s  increased. At any particular 
time, only those ions with (a,q) values within a stable region will be stored 
and measured. In princtple, long storage t imes (of thL order of minutes) can 
bs expected; since, as  the pressure decreasee, the lifetime of the stabilized ions 
increases. 
The resolvtng power here I s  approxt.nately equal tci the lvmber of 
resonant field periods experienced by a resonant ion whtch originated In the 
X-Y plane [ 12,20,25,26]. The fintte transit t tmes of the resonant ions up 
to  the time of discharge on the electrodes. or the mean tfme of two colli3ions 
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of the ion with neutral gas atoms, results in the limiting of the resolving power. 
As the resolution is incieased, the sensitivity i s  decreased. Resolution is also 
limited because o f .  pace charge effects. 
It may be said that because of the space charge effects, the three- 
dimensional quadrupole might exhibit ai! the advantages and disadvantages 
of the ion accumulation principle [ 121. 
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